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Using Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) as a control modality for games is popular. However BCIs require
prior training before playing, which is hurtful to immersion and player experience in the game. For this
reason, we propose an explicit integration of the training protocol in game by a modification of the game
environment to enforce the synchronicity with the BCI system and to provide appropriate instructions to
user. We then dissimulate the synchronicity in the game mechanics by using priming to mask the training
instruction (implicit stimuli). We conduct an evaluation of the effects on game experience compared to
standard BCI training on 36 subjects. We use the game experience questionnaire (GEQ) coupled with
reliability analysis (Cronbach’s alpha). The integration does not change the feeling of competence (3/4).
However, flow and immersion increase sizably with explicit training integration (2.78 and 2.67/4 from 1.79/4
and 1.52/4) and even more with the implicit training integration (3.27/4 and 3.12/4).
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1. INTRODUCTION

BCIs allow capturing and recognizing the brain activity of users with the purpose
of generating commands for any computer system. There are many applications of
BCIs, traditionally in medicine (interaction with locked-in patients, typing) [Wolpaw
et al. 2002], but also increasingly in out-of-the lab applications such as: control (e.g.
car, robotic arm) Chapter 6.2 in [Tan and Nijholt 2010]; user-state monitoring (e.g.
workload) for interface and task adaptation; as well as gaming and entertainment.

There are three types of BCIs: passive, in which the BCI monitors and detects the
state of the user (e.g. workload monitoring); reactive in which external stimuli are
presented to the user and in which the resulting activations are recognized (mostly for
speller applications); active, in which users voluntarily perform an imagined mental
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action and in which the resulting activity is recognized (e.g. direct control applications).
In this work we focus on active BCIs. A crucial component for active BCIs is ability
of users to produce stable brain signal patterns in order to facilitate their recognition.
Here, we define this skill as “BCI training/learning”. BCI training could require hours
of training and repetitive practice, especially for the continuous use of a BCI system.
Nowadays, acquiring this skill still remains a challenging task because of the following
reasons:

1. BCI training is not an interactive process. It involves users by asking them to suc-
cessively repeat the imagination of an action (for example, imagining moving the
hands for Motor Imagery (MI) based BCIs) following stimuli synchronized with a
fixed timing (a.k.a. synchronous BCIs). For example, the user can only perform the
action every 10s when the system displays a cue marking the start of a trial period.
Such a setting tends to be unappealing and to increase the level boredom in users.
One of the possible solutions consists in using BCI systems that allow users to inter-
act asynchronously: the classification occurs at short discrete intervals (e.g. every
250ms), thus allowing users to interact freely. Still, the synchronous setting remains
common, as the performance of such BCIs can easily be evaluated, thus making this
setting desirable for experiments and for comparing system in an in-the-lab setting.
Moreover, a continuous classification (required for asynchronous systems) greatly in-
creases the computational requirements towards achieving a real-time BCI system.

2. BCI training is a long process. On the one hand, BCIs based on the machine learning
approach require, on an average, 10 to 20 minutes of training for 2 actions to be
recognized with an accuracy of 80% [Wolpaw et al. 2002]. On the other hand, another
technique known as operant conditioning requires training sessions that can last
up to several months (for around 90+% accuracies) [LaFleur et al. 2013]. However,
compared to the inexistent training required for pervasive tablet or keyboard based
interactions, training a BCI system is a tedious process.

3. BCI training is not an engaging process. As mentioned previously, most BCI systems
are based on a machine learning approach, in which BCI learning by users remains
incidental. Consequently, only the classifier is being explicitly trained and BCI
learning in users is not emphasized. Users don’t have an easy way of knowing
whether they imagine the action in a consistent or correct manner, so as to enable
the system to recognize their brain signal patterns better. One solution to alleviate
the severity of this issue is to provide feedback about the classification process and
particularly, neurofeedback that consists in displaying the user’s brain signals back
at them (Figure 1). This allows users to get a sense of how to modulate their brain
signals during the training of the classifier, which contributes to making the job of
said classifier easier. Yet, even nowadays, feedback is designed at a low level and is
not easy to understand and to interpret by users. Moreover, it relies on unappealing
visualization representations. Currently, the improvement of feedback in BCIs is an
essential step towards improving BCI performance and their usability.

One approach towards solving these issues is to propose improved signal processing
techniques (e.g. through Riemannian geometry [Congedo et al. 2013]) and classifiers in
order to make training faster, improve performance and to require less training data
overall. Another approach is to take interest in human learning and to improve training
protocols and feedback strategies in order to provide a more enticing experience to
users and to enable a wider range of users to use BCIs. While both aspects are equally
important, the former has garnered most of the research efforts [Lotte et al. 2013].

As for the latter, the improvement of training and feedback protocols, efforts have
been focused on either providing biased feedback in line with instructional design prac-
tices (positively biased feedback improves performance in novice users [Barbero and
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Fig. 1. Example of feedback in traditional BCI training protocols (usually for expert users). Classification
feedback: an arrow pointing right indicates to the learner to imagine a right hand movement. The blue bar
gives feedback with its direction and length based on the classifier output. Thus, it shows how well the
mental task is recognized. The bar extends towards the left for an imagined left hand movement, and toward
the right for the imagined right hand movement. (http://OpenViBE.inria.fr).

Grosse-Wentrup 2010; Vidaurre et al. 2010]) or in building more enticing interactive
environment, for example using virtual reality (VR) or video games [Lécuyer et al.
2008]. There have been many works using BCIs for the purpose of controlling games
(e.g. controlling World of Warcraft [Bos et al. 2010], “Brain Invaders” [Congedo et al.
2011], serious games [Sung et al. 2012], research games [Kosmyna and Tarpin-Bernard
2013]).

While controlling games or VR during the use of the BCI creates a more immersive
experience, the training is typically just as tedious: it remains separate from real-time
use within the environment. The next step in further coupling BCIs with games and
with VR seamlessly is to integrate the training phase in the environment. Contrarily
to games, VR environments are general purpose and do not offer a convenient way of
integrating the training phase without the presence of game mechanics and storyline
elements. Flatla et al. [2011] propose a general framework and guidelines for the design
of games around calibration protocols for various interaction modalities that require
calibration prior to use. For each type of calibration, they explain what game mechanic
to adapt and how.

The first limitation of the work is that BCI training does not entirely overlap with
traditional calibration types. BCIs that are based on machine learning classifiers need
to capture signals for several categories of brain activity synchronously, which requires
more complex gameplay and that specific integration mechanics be put in place. More-
over, the games in Flatla et al. (2011) are constructed for the purpose of performing
the calibration. The calibrated input modalities are then used on tasks that have no
relation to the game. In other words, the calibrated modality is not meant to control the
game. For machine-learning based BCIs that are meant to be used as control modalities
for an existing game (i.e. not crafted specifically for the BCI), a training integrated in
said game can be beneficial in order to improve the training. Indeed, BCI learning is a
form of human learning and inspiration can be drawn from the design of educational
games and the framework of formative feedback [Lotte et al. 2013]. Lotte et al. [2013]
particularly cite immersive virtual environments as a way or improving BCI training.
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The main challenges lie in the fact the BCI training is synchronous and that a way
must be found to integrate in the environment and then to further mask the training
in the game mechanics to make it seamless to the player.

If the objective of integrating BCIs in games is immersion, then the nature of the
BCI control must correspond to the semantics of the task. If the objective is to move a
character for example, imagining movement is a good match in terms of BCI control.
On the other hand if the objective of the BCI were to trigger discrete actions, then it
would be ideal for the user to just visualize or conceptualize something related to the
action to trigger. Let’s say that we want to use the BCI to switch between weapons in
a shooter game, then imagining a weapon would be the type of control that best match
the semantics of the task. Some type of BCIs can trigger discrete actions through
visual stimuli (e.g. flickering target), however such a control is independent from the
semantics of the task and is less immersive. This is why, in this paper, we focus on BCI
systems based on conceptual and mental imagery [Simanova et al. 2010].

One way of integrating synchronous BCI training is to directly transpose it in the
game environment by ensuring that players follow a progression that is consistent with
the state of the BCI system (we call this synchronous in-game training or IGTs+). The
game should give instructions for each class and allow players to trigger the beginning
of the training for a particular class. When one class is trained, the game should let the
player move forward to another section for the training of another class. Although this
leads to an integrated training, the training still does integrate with the gameplay and
does not match the semantics of the game, it is merely a stage required before playing.

The next step in the integration of training is to mask the synchronicity of the
training within the game mechanics so that players do not realize that they are training
a BCI (we call this in-game training, implicit or IGTi). In order to do this, we need to
make sure the user imagines the right concept at the right time. In other words, the
player must be “primed” by some stimulus that leads them to imagine the desired
concept. Priming is an implicit memory effect in which the exposure to a stimulus
influences the user’s response to another [Schvaneveld and Meyer 1973]. Conceptual
priming in particular is a type of priming in which the stimulus is the image or shape
of an object with the effect of reinforcing the effects of stimuli pertaining to related
objects in shape or appearance[Biederman and Cooper 1992].

More concretely, in the present paper we integrate the BCI training seamlessly into
a game and we want to detect the mental imagery of concepts such as “weapon” or
“flashlight” (that are relevant to the particular game to which the system is applied)
as we’d like to trigger corresponding in-game actions.

We implement both synchronous in-game training (IGTs+) and implicit in-game
training (IGTi+) in the First Person Shooter (FPS) game Doom 3 in order to evaluate
and compare their effect on game experience (immersion, flow, and competence) with
relation to a standard BCI baseline trained outside of the game.

Let us now summarize the outline of this article. We first introduce background and
related work. Then we provide the general guidelines we used to design a BCI system
within the game and how we implemented them in practice. Subsequently we described
how we implemented our BCI system, the modification of the original game to make
BCI input and communication possible and the integration of the BCI in the game. We
move on to the experiments, the protocol we followed as well as the results and their
discussion. Finally, we conclude and discuss about possible future applications of our
work.

2. BRAIN COMPUTER INTERFACES (BCI)

A BCI system is a closed loop between a user and the system. Generally, the user
interacts with the system and the system gives feedback about its decision state after
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Fig. 2. The common BCI loop.

the interaction. The BCI loop is composed of (in order): the signal acquisition process;
then the signal processing step in which signals are processed and prepared; feature
extraction phase in which we identify and extract salient features from the signal; the
classification stage in which the features are matched to the classifier model to identify
one of the phenomena it was trained to capture (Figure 2).

More formally, the objective of a BCI system B is to assign a brain signal St of a
fixed duration (an epoch; e.g. 1s) at time t, to a class Cli from a set of N classes Cl that
correspond to a set of brain activity states BSi that need to be recognized.

A machine learning classifier C is trained to recognize the desired states BSi through
a set of training examples T (Cli) for each class Cli. A training example is a signal epoch
of the same duration as St that was recorded when the user was in the desired state
BSi corresponding to the class Cli. This is called the training phase.

C returns, for each St, a classification outcome Co. Co is a map that associates to
each Ci, a confidence weight or posterior probability wi. Note that not all classifiers
give a distribution across outcomes, for example the output of Linear Discriminant
Analysis (LDA) is the label of the selected class. However, we can see the latter as a
particular case in which the probability associated to the selected class is 1 and the
probability associated to the other classes is 0. The element of Co with the highest
weight is the most likely assignment for St. While the system gives classifier feedback
to the user, another essential element is to give neurofeedback to the user that shows
a representation of desirable features extracted from user signals and that allow users
to learn how to modulate their brain signals.

2.1. BCI Paradigms

When the set of brain states to recognize BSi are the result of a conscious action of
the user, the BCI is called active. When the BSi are the result of an external stimuli,
the BCI is called reactive. When the BSi are the result of a passive state of a user, the
BCI is called passive. In this article, we only deal with active BCI systems. The most
common active and reactive BCIs include: MI and Conceptual Imagery [Simanova et al.
2010].

Most paradigms are based on event-related potentials (ERP), an activation in a
certain area of the brain in response to a stimulus (event). In general, ERP are ei-
ther positive or negative. The name given to ERPs often starts by P or N depending
on whether they are positive or negative, followed by a number in milliseconds that
characterizes how much time the potential appears after the stimulus. The main BCI
paradigms are the following:

• Motor Imagery (MI) – the user imagines moving various body parts, for example
hands, feet, tongue [Blankertz et al. 2008].
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• Steady State Visually Evoked Potentials (SSVEP): the user looks at a target flick-
ering at a certain frequency, for example 15Hz. This causes a rapid succession of
action potentials in the visual cortex, some of which are at the same frequency as
the stimulation [Kelly et al. 2005].

• P300: P300 is a positive action potential generated 300ms after the user makes a
choice (conscious or otherwise). By putting a set of items to choose from in a grid or
matrix and by successively flashing the items, it is possible to trigger a P300 when
the item the user wants to select flashes [Wolpaw et al. 2002].

• Error potential based BCIs (ErrP) exploit error related negativity (ERN), ERPs that
are negative activations generated in the brain 150ms after the stimulation onset
when the user commits and error (even if not consciously aware) or when negative
feedback is received [Iturrate et al. 2010]. ERNs are often used to produce adaptive
BCI systems that can detect when the user perceives a classification error and adapt
the classifier in accordance [Thomas et al. 2013]. They also have important applica-
tions in interaction design, in which they can serve to detect desirable properties of
interactive processes, without explicit feedback from users [Vi et al. 2014].

• N400 are another category of error-related potentials that manifest as a negative
activation 400ms after the stimulus onset. N400 is part of the normal brain response
to words and other meaningful (or potentially meaningful) stimuli, including visual
and auditory words, sign language signs, pictures, faces, environmental sounds, and
smell [Kutas and Federneier 2000].

• Conceptual imagery is a recent development, in which the aim is to capture EEG in
order to detect when the user thinks of a category of conceptual objects (hammer/tool,
cat/animal) by Simanova et al. [2010]. They considered textual, visual and auditory
cues. They find that the best performing BCI system resulted from visual stimuli. The
stimuli featured abstract or concrete images of objects from various categories that
the BCI proceeded to recognize. Thus, conceptual imagery constitutes a powerful type
of BCI that can lead to more natural interactions for users by using the semantics
of the task. For example, one could imagine/visualize a key to trigger the ignition of
a car. Regardless of the type of imagery task, a crucial step in the creation of a BCI
system is the training of the classifier that allows to recognize the various desired
brain activity states but also to train the users to modulate their signals. The first
step in this process is the capture of the signals from users.

2.2. Towards Task Specific BCI Training

BCI training can also be categorized in synchronous versus asynchronous. A syn-
chronous training protocol displays cues to the user at fixed timings to indicate to the
user what imagined action to perform or what stimulation target to focus on. In asyn-
chronous training on the other hand, no cues are displayed to the user. However, in
order to train a classifier, it is required to have a synchronous training protocol given
that we need to capture signals belonging to each class of brain activity to recognize.
Without synchronous cues we would essentially have to rely on a completely unsu-
pervised BCI systems, in which it would be very difficult to separate signals for each
activity. For this reason, almost all BCI systems make use of a synchronous training
session to train the classifier and then can potentially use an asynchronous training
phase to tune the parameters and thresholds of the system for a specific subject (e.g.
[Rohm et al. 2010], in which an asynchronous training phase is used after the standard
synchronous phase to tune subject specific parameter).

The requirement for synchronous training means that it will be difficult to make
the training specific to a particular application in a seamless way, as synchronous
interaction is not very natural. As a consequence, BCI training sessions (and feedback)
are typically task independent. The positive consequence is that the BCI can be used
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in several different applications and tasks without the need for re-training. However,
the negative consequence is that a task specific training may have yielded a better
performance and if the BCI is intended to serve a single specific task the gain in
generality of task-agnostic training is lost.

Another issue with the requirement for synchronicity is one of the main reasons for
the tediousness of BCI training phases. Attempts have been made to train BCI systems
incrementally instead of having a one-off training phase and to reduce the amount of
training required through improvements in filtering and signal processing techniques.
Incremental BCI training implies that the training and the online use are interlaced.
An initial shorter training phase or a signal database is used to initialize the classifier
and new training examples are added as the BCI is used. Acquiring the subsequent
training example still requires synchronicity; however, diluting their capture makes
the training more natural and pleasant. Moreover, incremental BCIs have been found
to exhibit better performance [Millán and Mouriño 2003]. As such, incremental BCI
training is more suitable for asynchronous BCI systems. The reason for the increased
performance is that during online use, through task-related feedback, users learn to
better modulate their signals and the modulated signals are taken into account in the
training of the classifier.

In this work, we take a particular interest in the integration of BCIs and their train-
ing with video games. Video games and VR provide a more immersive and motivating
environment for users and are synergetic with BCIs in several ways [Lécuyer et al.
2008]. The more immersive experience improves the focus and concentration of users
and lead to a better BCI training and the BCI allows adapting the game to the user
and making the experience even more seamless. To our knowledge, there have been
no attempts to integrate BCI training proper in games. Asynchronous BCI training
corresponds to the notion of calibration that is required for many interaction modal-
ities (gamepads, eye trackers, prosthetics). For BCIs that only monitor brain activity
passively in which the objective is to capture signals to determine the user state and
for simple reactive BCIs that detect the brain’s response to external stimuli (for exam-
ple, Visual Evoked Potentials or VEP) the only training required is to determine the
activation threshold for each particular user and thus no synchronicity is required.

The main challenge remains the seamless integration of synchronous BCI training
with games both for training and for control in a fully immersive and incremental
manner.

This challenge involves and requires the development of two aspects:

• Incremental BCI systems require a constant interaction with users, as they need to
iteratively capture signals to improve the training of the classifier and to perform
adaptations of the BCI system. Given that the system also gives feedback to the user
about the classification and the features captured, there is a bidirectional feedback
loop between the user and the system (notion of co-learning BCIs [Kos’myna et al.
2013]) and is an application of the more general domain of Interactive Machine
Learning (IML) and its integration with games (Section 3).

• The synchronicity constraint and explicit training cues are cumbersome and hinder
immersion and the seamless integration of BCI training. Strategies must be explored
that can make the cues implicit and integrated seamlessly in the game, for example,
by the use of priming (Section 4).

3. COMBINING GAMES AND BCIS: INTERACTIVE MACHINE LEARNING

Co-learning requires a feedback loop between the user and the system and corresponds
to the notion of IML: the system gives feedback to the user (classifier visualization of
outcomes or features) and the user then gives feedback to the system (new parameters,
selection of features or training instances for the classifier) [Fails and Olsen Jr. 2003].
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As far as co-learning BCIs are concerned, we are interested in the particular case of
real-time IML with supervised classifiers.

If we examine first work to introduce the notion of IML, [Fails and Olsen Jr. 2003]
and the work of Talbot et al. [2009], one of the first applications of IML (Ensemble-
Matrix) to a HCI, three main use cases for IML for supervised machine learning can
be derived, [Fiebrink et al. 2011]:

• Interactively editing training data;
• Supporting the use by nonexperts;
• Correspondence to real user priorities.

The interaction of the user with the classifier is typically done through GUI controls,
other examples include [Kapoor et al. 2010], in which an interface is proposed to set
classification weights by directly modifying the confusion matrix. The other important
element of IML is the design of an effective classifier visualization method; however
contrarily to our in-game application IML visualization is generally task – agnostic and
explicit (as opposed to specific to the game and implicit through the use of priming).
Moreover, we are mainly interested in the requirement for IML that enable the use by
nonexperts and that mandate the correspondence to real user priorities, as the main
objective is the play, the game as the interactive edition of training data is incompatible
with the implicit nature of a priming-based training.

4. PRIMING

Priming is known to be subliminal, if it occurs within a very short period of the time
(e.g. around 20 to 50ms) and it is usually followed or preceded by a mask (random
geometrical figures or dashes that conceal the priming stimulus) to reduce or eliminate
conscious perception. This kind of priming is also known as masked priming.

Supraliminal (visible) priming [Greenwald et al. 1996], on the other hand, could be
projected for longer periods of time (up to 400ms or even longer) and is not masked
with any additional projections. Denning et al. [2011] performed an experiment with
supraliminal priming and found that the effects of the priming were still present 14
and 21 days respectively after the subjects were primed.

Priming types can also be categorized depending on what processes in the subjects are
targeted by the priming: cognitive (such as reasoning or decision making) or affective
(eliciting some emotional reactions for for example [Lewis et al. 2011] on a creativity
task or [Harrison et al. 2013] on influencing graphical perceptions).

Ruijten et al. [2011] assumed that when people are primed with a concept that
unconsciously activates a certain goal, they are better able to use information embedded
their environment to reach the primed goal.

Words, sounds, images or objects could be used as primes. We will now review some
relevant work in areas in which priming was already applied that are close to our re-
search interests, as mentioned in the introduction, notably, priming in games, priming
and learning and finally priming for BCIs.

4.1. Priming in Games

Although the priming was applied in different domains, it got a lot of success partic-
ularly in games. Resent research [Green and Bavelier 2003, 2006a, 2006b, 2007; Li
et al. 2009; Strohbach et al. 2012] reveal that action video game players outperform
nonplayers in a wide range of attention, perceptual, and cognitive tasks.

Graybill et al. [1985] showed that the children who played violent games were more
assertive than nonviolent video game players. Schutte et al. [1988] found that chil-
dren who played violent video games were more likely to be aggressive than others.
All these examples could be generalized with a famous «weapons priming effect»,
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described by Berkowitz and Lepage [1967]. The researchers show that stimuli com-
monly associated with aggression (like weapons) can elicit more aggressive responses
from people «ready to act» aggressively.

Pohl et al. [2014] suggest as well that the action video games support shortly pre-
sented visual stimuli. Regarding all this information we consider action game a nice
platform to test the priming.

4.2. Priming and Learning

The work of Chalfoun and Frasson [2012] aims at producing a novel Intelligent Tutor-
ing System (ITS) that introduces cognitive primes to implicitly enhance reasoning in
students in problem solving environments (as opposed to explicit and direct strategies
employed in other ITSs. They argue on the basis of experimental evidence in neurosci-
entific studies that learning is interplay of conscious and unconscious processes and
that both need to be studied to fully understand and maximize learning in students.
Their idea is to project the answers of a related problem under the visual threshold
of learners (in a way that does not disturb the learning task) while they are actively
undergoing the learning process. They apply their system on a learning task in a 3D
environment, in which learners and teaching entities are represented like agents. They
find that their technique enhances unconscious learning without affecting active con-
scious learning negatively. Based on neural recording during their experiments, they
hypothesize that cognitive priming allows not only assessing conscious reasoning but
also intuitive reasoning.

4.3. Priming and BCIs

Priming has been mainly applied to BCIs for the elicitation of N400 activation, first
introduced in the work of Kutas and Hillard [1980]. In most of the literature, subjects
are primed by an explicit stimulus (word or picture) while their signals are recorded
to identify the N400 activation. They are then shown a second related stimulus (probe
stimulus) that allows verifying whether the probe stimulus leads the generation of
a similar N400 activation. They find that the amplitude of the N400 activation is
modulated by the semantic/associative relatedness of the prime and probe stimuli.
Among numerous research investigations that aim at studying N400 in more detail,
two of them are of particular interest. First, the work of van Vliet et al. [2010] aims at
achieving an N400 activation without showing any priming stimuli. His results indicate
that subjects can prime themselves on a physical object by actively thinking about said
object during the experiment. This opens the door to the possibility of BCIs that can
be controlled by simply thinking about a word. Moreover, van Gerven et al. [2013]
have concluded that it is possible to detect N400 at the single-trial level, although the
classification accuracies are low.

5. OUR BCI SYSTEM

The architecture is based on Minimum Distance Classification (MDC) and advanced
filtering techniques such as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) as proposed by
Kosmyna et al. [2015a] and Kosmyna et al. [2015b] for MI. The architecture allows
for an incremental training and single trial classification in order to minimize training
time. A short training time is an important element in making BCIs better usable for
everyday applications. We first present the signal processing and acquisition aspects,
followed by distance measures and the principles behind the MDC approach. We will
discuss the rationale behind the choice of single trial classification later on, in the
experimental protocol description (Section 6).
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Fig. 3. Signal epoch segmentation and averaging in our system.

5.1. Signal Processing & Acquisition

Figure 3 gives a graphical representation of how signals are filtered and divided into 1s
epochs that each overlap over 250ms. The average of the 250ms window is subtracted
from each of the epochs. The following filtering steps are performed on each 1s epoch
prior to the averaging:

• The Butterworth filter allows selecting the appropriate frequencies for the modality
and discarding unwanted frequencies. The frequencies filtered by the Butterworth
filter are 8Hz–30Hz on pre-epoch signals for Conceptual Imagery, as reported by
Simanova et al. [2010].

• The Fast ICA [Hyvärinen and Oja 1997] algorithm projects the signal data in a space
in which data points are maximally independent, essentially separating task related
sources from noise sources and other interference. We computed 10 components
(determined empirically). We used a GPL Java implementation.

• Then, we produce average epochs that allow us to smooth the signal and remove
some of the variability. Each average epoch is formed from the average of overlapping
within-epoch signals of five consecutive epochs. If the sliding window is 250ms, then
the average epoch formed from five epochs will be 3750ms long.

The system thus produces an average epoch four times per second. Each epoch is then
used for feature extraction and for classification. Thus, the classifier will yield one
classification per second. Given that ICA is rather costly to compute, anything less
than one second led to sub real-time performance on the machine we performed the
processing on (2012 MacBook Air, i7@2.9GHz).

Our classifier only requires minimal training data to start functioning, as our aim
was to reduce that training time to a single calibration trial and per class. This allowed
us to capture a reference signal for each of the classes. In the case of our system, we
captured full averaged epochs as references. Thus, the calibration for each class lasted
3750ms and we left 2s of rest between each calibration trial so that users could unwind
briefly and prepare for the next trial. Figure 4 graphically shows the process by which
we capture the reference signal for a particular BCI task. A single average epoch is
used as class reference; this is why the calibration phase is synchronized with the
beginning of an average epoch.

5.2. Feature Extraction & Classification

As described in Figure 4, for each classification, we take the current average epoch and
compute the distance between this current epoch and each of the reference signals for
each of the classes. We then select the class that has the lowest distance value (arg min
as shown in Figure 5). If there are several training trials and thus class references,
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Fig. 4. Detailed view of the calibration phase.

Fig. 5. Our classifier with three classes and one reference epoch per class, using a multinomial distance
(e.g. Mahalanobis).

there are several classification decisions (one per class reference). We combine the
decisions through a majority vote.

6. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

In order to evaluate the potential of the proposed approach, we first draw a parallel with
comparable methods and situate the proposed approach as a natural extension in order
to adapt the existing work to training BCI systems based on machine learning. More
specifically, Flatla et al. [2011] have implemented and proposed the implicit calibration
of an input modality within a game by using specific game mechanics for different types
of calibrations (In-Game Training, implicit = IGTi+), however the game just serves
for the calibration and the application task is unrelated (Task is not the Game =
TG−). On the other extreme, Nacke et al. [2011] have used BCIs and other physiological
signals in a game in which the task is to adapt and control the game (the Task is the
Game = TG+), but training is not performed in-game (no In-Game Training = IGT−).
To our knowledge, the combination of in-game training in which the task is to play the
game (TG+, IGT+) has never been explored. Moreover for in-game training (IGT+),
two subfactors can be identified. Training can be encoded in the game implicitly as
game mechanic as stated earlier. Alternatively, training can also be encoded in the
game environment as an explicit synchronous and obligatory step that gives players
explicit instruction (In-Game Training synchronous = IGTs+).

Table I shows the confusion table of all the possible conditions and highlights what
conditions have already been studied in the literature and what conditions haven’t but
that are of relevance for the present study (training integrated in-game + applying the
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Table I. Condition Combinations Depending on Whether the Training was in Game (Explicit Synchronous ITGs+;
Implicit ITGi+) or not (ITG−) and Whether the Task in Which the BCI is Applied is the Same Game (TG+) or not
(TG−). The White Color Indicates That it has Been Attempted in the State of the Art, but That it’s not Covered in

this Paper. Blue Means That it’s Been Attempted in the State of the Art and That we use it in This Work as a
Baseline. Green means it’s not Been Attempted in the State of the Art and That it is Part of our Experiment

BCI for the control of the game in the continuity of training). The first step towards that
goal is to achieve a direct and explicit integration in the standard BCI synchronous
training and then to find a game mechanic that masks the synchronous training process
through the proposed use of priming and thus to achieve an extension of Flatla et al.
[2011] for training BCIs based on machine learning.

Consequently, we want to compare whether or not the explicit integration of syn-
chronous BCI training improves the game experience and immersion and then to
verify whether masking the synchronous training in a game mechanic through the
use of priming leads to an improvement over the inclusion of explicit training with
relation to an out-of-game synchronous BCI training baseline. In other words, we are
only interested in the three conditions: (IGT−, IGTs+, IGTi+).

In order to qualify what “improvement is” we designed a questionnaire based on the
core GEQ [IJsselsteijn et al. 2008] that measures five indicators. For each indicator,
there are six questions on a Likert scale between 0 and 5 for immersion and between 0
and 4 for the other indicators. See Appendix B in Nacke [2009] for the complete ques-
tionnaire and a complete description of how the scores are calculated. Each indicator
is expressed as the arithmetic mean of the answer to each of the questions.

The five indicators are as follows:

• Immersion describes the degree to which a player is engaged in the game playing
experience while retaining awareness of their surroundings [Nacke and Lindley
2008].

• Flow is the feeling of enjoyment that results from a balance between challenge and
skill [Nacke and Lindley 2008].

• Competence is the feeling in players that they are skillful or successful [Hoogen and
Kort 2008].

• Tension as the name indicates corresponds to a state of tension of the player who is
constantly anticipating what will happen next [Nacke and Lindley 2008].

• Positive affect occurs when the gameplay experience elicits a positive emotion or
impression on the user [Nacke and Lindley 2008].
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• Negative affect occurs when the gameplay experience elicits a negative emotion or
impression on the user [Nacke and Lindley 2008].

In this study we took into account only Immersion, Flow, and Competence (Cronbach’s
alpha was respectively 0.79, 0.83, 0.81) as Tension, Positive, and Negative Affect were
not very reliable (Cronbach’s alpha was respectively 0.64, 0.49, 0.52).

Moreover, we also evaluate BCI performance by selecting six dark passages in the
level in which a flashlight is required, and six enemies that must be killed to progress.
We count the number of errors before a correct classification is produced.

Based on the previous conditions, we make the following hypotheses that we need to
verify experimentally:

• H.1). The integration of synchronous BCI training explicitly in the game (IGTs+)
leads to significantly higher average values for the immersion (H.1.i), flow (H.1.f),
and competence (H.1.cmp.) factors compared to the baseline (IGT−).

• H.2). The masking of the synchronous in game BCI training through priming leads
(IGTi+) to higher average values for the immersion (H.2.i), flow (H.2.f), and compe-
tence (H.2.cmp.) factors compared to the baseline (IGT−) and to explicitly integrated
synchronous training (IGTs+).

6.1. Subjects

For the experimental evaluation, we need three groups of subjects to match the three
conditions. To that effect, we selected 36 subjects aged between 23 and 34 years old in
good physical and mental health, 18 male and 18 female. The subjects were selected
among passers-by on a large university campus. We screened the users on gaming
experience, good health and no prior BCI experience. We selected all the participants
to have moderate gaming experience (casual gamers only) who had never played Doom
3 but who had FPS experience, so that varying familiarity with the game would not bias
the experiment. Each of the experimental groups (IGT−, IGTs+, IGTi+), were formed
randomly by 12 people from total population. We follow the same distribution as the
entire experimental population so as to keep a representative subsample. IGT− had
12 subjects (6 male, 6 female) between 24 and 32 with a median age of 28. IGTs+
had 12 subjects (6 male, 6 female) between 23 and 30 with a median age of 26. IGTi+
had 12 subjects (6 male, 6 female) between 25 and 34 with a median age of 29.

6.2. Game Modifications

For the integration in Doom 3, we modified the event handling code of the engine by
adding a client/server communication with our BCI system through the Open Sound
Control protocol. We intercept game events and send the name of the triggering entity
to the BCI. Similarly, we map BCI classification outcomes to in-game events and send
the event to the game for actuation. With this modification in place, we had to modify
game levels or craft new levels by adding triggers with names known to the BCI system
in order to trigger the synchronous training trials in the BCI and to notify the game
that the training trial is complete.

Given that the context of the paper is the immersive integration of BCIs with games,
we chose to base the experiment on the second level of the game, in which the user is
first exposed with the gameplay mechanics.

This makes sense as the game already includes instructions for the core mechanics
specifically in this level. Namely, the user is introduced to the first weapon of the game,
a pistol, as well as the flashlight. Doom 3 is a very dark game and the code mechanic of
the game is to switch to the flashlight to canvas the levels and detect the appropriate
path to follow and when enemies appear, to switch to an appropriate weapon to deal
with the threat. For this reason and given the nature of conceptual imagery and the fact
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Fig. 6. The level used in the experiment, “Mars City Underground”.

that it is suitable to detect imagined conceptual representations, we chose to build the
BCI to detect the conceptual representations for “flashlight” and for “weapon” in order
to map them to the toggle flashlight action and to the select gun action. The activations
in the brain for concepts that are not related to motor activity do manifest in the motor
cortex, allow users to move in a limited fashion. Thus, the character movement was
controlled through the keyboard and we disabled keyboard controls for the flashlight
and for weapon selection in order to prevent the users from cheating by not using the
BCI.

The game level itself consists in a rescue mission that takes place on Mars. The
character is a marine recently arrived in Mars city (a futuristic colony on the red
planet) and is assigned the mission to rescue and retrieve a scientist fled to an old
communications building. The player first has to take the required gear (armor, gun,
clips), a guard gives instructions and directions about the mission and opens the door
to a underground area that has to be crossed to arrive to the scientist.

Shortly, thereafter the player crosses a pitch back room and is told to use the flash-
light. Right after that, the player crosses a small portion of the Mars surface to reach
the abandoned building. On entering, a cinematic is triggered that shows cataclysmic
events and that results in the scientist turning into a zombie and attacking. This is
the first moment in which the weapon is used (See progression in Figure 6).

For the IGTi+ condition, the player starts at the beginning of the level and the
priming for the BCI training is performed when the player first needs to use the
flashlight and then when the payer must use the gun for the first time. For IGT− and
IGTs+, the BCI training is performed either before the game session altogether, or in a
separate section of the map meant for BCI training. After their training sessions, both
for IGT− and IGTs+ the player starts at the beginning of the level played by IGTi+.

6.3. Training Protocols

First, let us clarify the vocabulary pertaining to BCI training. BCI training is composed
of several so-called training “trials” for each of the classes. A training trial is a period
of time repeated one or more times for each BCI class and is composed of the following
three phases:
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Fig. 7. The IGTs+ versus IGTi+ training protocols for each class.

1. A stimulus is presented to the user that gives an indication of the BCI class in-
volved in the current trial. The stimulus, in BCIs and in particular with the present
conceptual BCI, indicates the user what concept to imagine and/or visualize.

2. After the stimulus, EEG signals from the user are captured for a fixed duration
(here for 3750ms).

3. Feedback indicates that the capture is complete. In a standard synchronous training,
the end of the capture is marked by the beginning of a resting phase and is typically
indicated by a message. In our synchronous in-game training (IGTs+) we let the
user move on to the next room for the next trial. In IGTi+, we trigger the action
that will be associated to the class that corresponds to the current trial.

When enough trials have been performed for each of the classes (typically 10–20 per
class with a standard supervised system, here we use only one), the classifier used in
the BCI system is trained with the captured signals associated to the expected BCI
class. All the training protocols described later correspond to steps 1 to 3 above.

Let us now describe and illustrate the three training protocols (see protocol timelines
in Figure 7). For the BCI, the three classes to train (due to the synchronous nature of
the system) are “Flashlight”, “Weapon” and “Other activity/Resting state”.

• IGT−: We perform the training of the BCI outside of the game using a training
interface that represents each of the classes by an image that serves as the semantic
stimulus. A flashlight represents the “flashlight” class, a weapon represents the
“weapon” class and a blank square represents the resting state (Figure 8). We capture
one trial per class. The images representing the classes are magnified to signify to
the player that they must imagine the concept associated to that class (step 1 from
above – stimulus). Then follows a capture period of 3750ms (step 2 – capture), after
the trial there were 5s of rest, after which a message prompted the player to get
ready for the next class in 2s (step 3 – feedback). After the BCI is trained, the player
starts playing at the beginning of the level of the game.

• IGTs+: We create a separate set of rooms in the level for BCI training that lead to the
moment after the first cinematic. In the training rooms, for each BCI class the user
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Fig. 8. Images used during the synchronous in-game training to represent the three BCI classes, “flashlight”,
“weapon”, and resting state.

Fig. 9. Explicit training for the flashlight action (left) and implicit training for the flashlight (right).

Fig. 10. The flashlight in action.

arrives in front of a screen with a GUI with instructions asking the user to imagine
a flashlight, a weapon or to stay at rest (step 1 – stimulus). When the in-game GUI is
activated, a BCI capture period of 3750ms for the class in question begins (step 2 –
capture). When the trial is finished, a door opens and leads to a similar room for the
training of the next class (step 3 – feedback). See the protocol timeline in Figure 7
and an illustration of a player undergoing the explicit integrated training of the
flashlight in Figure 9 (left). Figure 10 illustrates the flashlight in action.

• IGTi+: The player starts from the beginning of the level. Before players retrieve
their gear, movement is impossible and that is in which we capture the signals for
the “Rest” class (step 2 – capture, step 1 and step 3 are not necessary for the rest
class as it corresponds to any activity other than the imagination of flashlight and
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weapon. The dark passage in the level with the flashlight tip is used for the moment
in which priming is performed for the flashlight (step 1 – stimulus, lasts 1s. The
prime exposure time is a compromise, so that the time of priming exposure matches
the duration of one epoch of the BCI training trial. The typical time in the literature
is of the order of 400ms), followed by the 3750ms capture period for “flashlight”
(step 2 – capture). Then, the flashlight is activated (step 3 – feedback). Later, the
moment the first enemy appears is used for the priming (step 1 – stimulus) and
subsequent capture (step 2 – capture) of the signals for the BCI class “weapon”.
It is likely that fear/panic are also captured during training, which would lead to
incorrect classifications if the user wishes to select the weapon prior to engagement.
Another moment in which the weapon could be trained is the first time the weapon is
introduced at the beginning of the level, which could overcome the issues of panic/fear.
Given that we wanted the prime to be the weapon firing, the second situation was
deemed less adequate. Figure 9 (right) shows a player during the implicit flashlight
prime training. Figure 10 illustrates the flashlight in action.

A possible confound is that on a per-trial basis, IGTi+ (according to Figure 7) gets
1200ms more time per-trial due to the priming durations (which may indeed consti-
tute a bias) as opposed to IGTs+ training. However, while for IGTi+, the training
is integrated in the full game level (unnoticeable and designed in such a way as to
not make the completion of the level longer by blending in the narrative), for IGTs+
training takes place in a separate level preceding the game level. Therefore, IGTs+
technically gets the most game time. Although, arguably the in-game training level is
more similar to the external interface of IGT−, not to mention that the actual gameplay
elements controlled by the BCI are not practiced at all in the training level. Moreover,
the gameplay segments are identical from the perspective of the player for IGTi+ and
IGTs+/IGT−. Finally, competence was not a factor considered for the experiment and
thus the additional game time does not influence the results in any meaningful way.
We argue that in the end no condition is favored over another within the scope of our
evaluation objective.

6.4. Hardware

We used the g.tec USBAmp, a high-end bio signal (Electroencephalography or EEG,
Electrocardiography or EKG, others) amplifier. We use it coupled with 16 electrodes on
a standard 10–20 EEG cap. We use a sampling frequency of 512.

For the electrode placement of conceptual imagery, we mostly followed the placement
proposed by one of the pilot studies on this BCI modality by Simanova et al. [2010], in
which 64 electrodes are positioned in an equidistant manner so as to locate and study
the underlying phenomena.

They make three experiments in which visual, textual, and auditory stimulation
cues are used and find that visual cues lead to the best performance. Moreover, they
study the activation over all the 64-electrode mesh and identify the zones with the
most activation to be towards the center of the visual, and occipito-parietal cortices. As
a consequence, we made the choice of using visual cues for our implementation as they
yield the best activation. Moreover, we placed our electrodes on the standard 10–20
electrode placement system so as to cover the activation area reported by Simanova
et al. Figure 11 shows the electrode positions.

6.5. Offline Validation of the BCI System

Prior to the experiments, we validated the performance of the BCI in an offline syn-
chronous setting independent of any particular task. The offline validation of a BCI
system is standard practice for BCI research and is important to gauge the validity
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Fig. 11. The electrode placement for conceptual imagery. The dark gray electrode is the reference.

of the signal processing and classification approaches used. The evaluation consisted
in capturing a large number of training trials for each class and of selecting a first
subset treated as if we did not know what class they belonged to (test set) and then
of selecting a second subset in which class labels are kept (training set). We create 10
such partitions and use one partition for training and 9 for testing, which allows us
to make sure the model of the classifier generalizes well to unseen instance (10 times
10-fold cross-validation). We evaluated the three distance measures that can be used
with our system in order to see what the best distance measure (if any) is for our
current Conceptual Imagery setting. The distances considered are the following:

• The Mahalanobis distance is a multivariate measure that take correlation into ac-
count and that measures the number of standard deviations (in an elliptical shape)
of distance between an instance and a distribution of points. The Mahalanobis dis-
tance is computed on the covariance matrix of two signals. It is relatively robust
as it is scale invariant. If the matrix has unit variance and standard deviation, it
is equivalent to the generalized Euclidian distance computed on the signals [Lotte
et al. 2007].

• The Riemannian distance takes a step further, and assumes the distribution has a
non-Euclidean topology. It first projects each point of the distribution on a tangent
Euclidean plane that conserves relative distances. It has been used for several BCI
paradigms including P300, SSVEP, and MI. For P300 and SSVEP covariance matri-
ces are crafted specifically, but for MI the covariance matrix is used directly. Here,
we use the covariance matrix directly [Congedo et al. 2013].

• The Spearman Rank Correlation Distance is a nonparametric measure of correlation
inverted and scaled to become a distance. The Spearman rank correlation captures
linear relationships between signals in terms of their relative behaviors and does
not capture time shifts. One must rely on averaging to get rid of alignment issues.

The measures have been applied the most to BCIs for distance based-classification and
obtained good results, which is why we have selected them [Lotte et al. 2007]. There
are no parameters to set for any of these measures.

We selected 10 subjects from ages 25–32 in good health and with no prior BCI
experience that did not take part in any of the experiments reported in Section 7.
The analysis was done over the signals of the 10 subjects captured over the course
of 40 training trials per subject and per class (120 trials per subject) following the
acquisition protocol detailed in Section 5 for the CLBCI system. The CLBCI system
is usable with three different distance measures, thus we trained and evaluated the
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Table II. 10-fold Cross-Validated Median Accuracy of our BCI System on 10 Subjects
over 10 Sessions for Conceptual Imagery (99% Confidence Intervals)

Distance Measure Median Classification Accuracy 99% Confidence Interval
Maha. 71.32% 2.93%
Riem. 73.14% 2.73%
Corr. 72.23% 2.81%

Fig. 12. Median results for the questionnaire for all three conditions (IGT−, IGTs+, IGTi+) for the Compe-
tence, Immersion and Flow indicators. Error bars are 95% CDF-based nonparametric confidence intervals.

average BCI classification accuracy for each measure across the 10 subjects with 10-fold
cross-validation.

We can now look (Table II) at the cross-validation results from the off-line classifier
evaluation to validate the BCI system and to estimate the best distance measure to use
in the current setting. We did not find any significant difference in performance for any
one of the measures. The results are significantly different from the results that would
be obtained from random classification: Müller-Putz and Scherer [2008] estimate the
upper-bound of the empirical random classification accuracy at 65% with a confidence
interval of 0.1% for 40 trials per class.

Although no distance measure is conclusively better, we chose to use Mahalanobis
distance for the experiments as it had the greatest absolute median classification
accuracy and the lowest standard deviation among the three.

7. RESULTS

7.1. Analysis

Given the low number of subjects for each condition, we used the Shapiro–Wilk test
and found a p-value of p = 0.04439, which means there is insufficient evidence to
accept that the null hypothesis of the normality of the distribution of the data is valid.
Consequently, we use the Kruskall–Wallis test to measure for significant group effects
and then use the Mann–Whitney U-test for post-hoc pairwise analysis with a False
Discovery Rate (FDR) p-value adjustment for multiple comparisons.

For each condition we averaged the scores of the questions pertaining to each factor,
and reported the results in Figure 12 as a histogram. The error bars represent the 95%
cumulative distribution function (CDF)-based nonparametric confidence intervals.

For competence, there are no significant group differences (Kruskall–Wallis, H =
3.12, d.f. = 2 p = 0.18769). This means that the perceived performance of the BCI did not
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Fig. 13. Median classification accuracy (%) for BL, IGTs+ and IGTi+. Error bars are 99% CDF-based
nonparametric confidence intervals.

change significantly whether the training was outside of the game, explicit synchronous
or implicit. This result invalidates the hypotheses (H.1.cmp.) and (H.2.cmp.).

For immersion and flow, Kruskall–Wallis found significant rank differences between
the groups, (KW, H = 6.33, d.f. = 2, p = 0.03265) and (KW, H = 7.21, d.f. = 2, p =
0.02598). Similarly, still for flow and immersion, all the pairwise comparisons are
significant according to the Mann–Whitney U-test.

For reference, in terms of the difference between IGTs+ and IGTi+ for flow (the
smallest effect) M–W.U yields U = 48 > 37 (critical value for p = 0.05). For both
immersion and flow IGT− achieves a low score (1.79, 1.52). The score almost doubles
for ITGs+ (2.78, 2.67) and gains one third more for IGTi+ (3.27, 3.12). Thus, we validate
hypotheses H.1.i, H.2.i, H.1.f, H.2.f.

We also evaluated online BCI classification accuracy across the three conditions,
by considering six dark passages and six enemies (as described in Section 6) and
observing for each of them if the classification result matched the desired outcome
(selection and keeping the flashlight up for dark passages and selection and keeping the
weapon up for enemies). Figure 13 shows the median values and confidence intervals
for BCI performance in terms of classification accuracy and classification time. For
classification accuracy, there is a significant group effect (KW, H = 30.494, d.f. = 2, p =
0.000001). There is no significant difference in the mean between IGTs+ and IGTi+
(MWU, U = 74, Z = –1.5762, Critical U (0.05) = 72, p = 0.05705). However, both IGTs+
and IGTi+ are a significant improvement over BL (MWU, U = 0, Z = –4.6455, Critical
U (0.05) = 72, p = 0.00000) and (MWU, U = 0, Z = –4.6455).

7.2. Opinions of Users

After the experimental sessions, we asked our players some informal questions about
their experience. The subjective opinions of our players were overly positive for the
integrated training and especially for the fully integrated training that felt the most
natural to them. They found the BCI to be a motivating modality as they were excited
to discover what a BCI can do. For the synchronous integrated training players were
actually forced to imagine the flashlight within the game environment and the players
were more positive about the training, although it felt artificial to some of them to have
to activate a GUI each time and to wait for the game to begin. Overall, the implicit

1The p-value is not zero, however when rounded to the five digits we report, the result is zero.
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integrated training garnered the most positive remarks, as some users didn’t even
realize they were training a BCI (except for the fact that they had a cap strapped to
their heads). One of the users commented that “the experiment was really cool and
interesting, if only the accuracy was a bit higher and if there were less cables, I’d really
consider using something like this to play/replay other games such as Half Life”.

8. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS. FUTURE WORK

We expected that better immersion during training would lead to better BCI perfor-
mance. Although the actual BCI performance increased, the perceived competence did
not change. This suggests that better immersion influences BCI performance on a
subconscious level.

In the implicit training phase, we were limited to one trial as we wanted to use
passages from a real level only that matched the introduction of the concepts in the
game. This limitation was not present in the explicit external and internal trainings
as we could have as many trials as needed to reach the best possible BCI performance.
However, we use one trial everywhere to be able to compare BCI accuracy between the
groups fairly. Single trial BCIs typically achieve performance around 60%, which ex-
plains the average level of competence felt by users. It would be interesting to integrate
more training trials in the game environment (by slightly modifying the level) and to
study the relationship between the number of training trials and the degree of immer-
sion. One can hypothesize the adding more training trails will increase the perceived
competence and BCI accuracy and decrease the flow and immersion, unless trials are
very well camouflaged. An inquiry about general techniques and guidelines that help
design and modify game levels to integrate more training trials is very pertinent and
required.

As expected, the standard BCI in which training is performed outside of the game,
achieves a low degree of immersion and flow as opposed to the explicit and implicit
training integration. This suggests that the principal obstacle to flow and immersion
when BCIs are applied to games is that the BCI training is separate from the game.
When the training is made implicit and integrated in the gameplay, the flow and immer-
sion reach good levels. This suggests that the implicit integration through priming is
natural to the users and did not seem out of place. The alternative could have been that
suddenly losing the flashlight or weapon creates a panic in the player and interferes
with the BCI classification process.

The main limitations are that we need to find a way of integrating more training
trials seamlessly in order to obtain a better sense of competence in users and to allow
for a better BCI control. Another limitation is the determination of the duration of the
priming and the duration of the BCI training trails. Longer training trails and priming
times may lead to better performance, although the only way of finding this out is to
perform an empirical grid search over training and priming times to determine which
combination is the best.

More generally, we considered only regular video game players. This means that
our conclusions cannot be readily transposed to nongamer populations, in which the
importance of immersion could be lower.

Despite these limitations the experiment gives interesting insights into training
protocol for BCIs, when reaching a situation in which users do not realize they are
training a BCI is an important step towards out-of-the-lab uses of BCIs. Moreover,
even for experienced gamers, the BCI dimension is potentially an added gameplay
experience.

The hypotheses we state must be validated in larger scale longitudinal studies to
generalize them for long-term use and for other application fields than BCIs, in which
training is implicitly integrated in the environment.
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In theory, this training strategy can be generalized to other machine learning pro-
cesses that rely on the reactions of users (beyond EEG). However, they’re no such
applications to date. We theorize that this system could be used to train an AI system
for nonplayer antagonists that learn from the reaction of players to particular priming
stimuli.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we proposed a novel implicit integration of BCI training protocols in video
games. We first proposed a protocol in which the synchronous BCI training protocol is
directly transposed in the game environment. Then, we improve on the integration by
masking the steps of the training in elements of the gameplay and by using semantic
and visual priming to elicit the expected player EEG response required for training
the BCI system. We conduct experiments on 36 subjects with video game experience
and no BCI experience in order to implement the two protocols and train the BCI over
a single trial. We compare the two protocols to a standard BCI training outside of the
game. We evaluate the best training protocol using the core GEQ associated with a
predictive reliability analysis (Cronbach’s alpha). We find that flow, immersion and
competence are the only indicators that are reliable (Cronbach’s alpha above 0.7). A
single training trial leads to limited performance (a feeling of competence of around
three out of four for all conditions), the increase in flow and immersion by integrating
BCI training explicitly is sizable (2.78/4 and 2.67/4 instead of 1.79/4 and 1.52/4). The
further implicit integration of BCI training led to a more sizable increase (3.27/4 and
3.12/4). However we suspect that if more training trials are performed, the immersion
associated with the implicit training protocol may diminish. The proposed protocol has
a potential towards the design of better BCI training protocols and more generally
integrate machine learning processes that require user intervention in video games
(e.g. training a nonplayer character AI that adapts to subtle reactions of the player
triggered by priming). More complete studies are required in other applications than
video games (e.g. VR) and over longer usage periods.
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